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www.hallokorea.com

Annual Sales(2017)
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Since 1987, Bo-hyeong Ryu has been
one of the most widely known artists of
korean flower design.
She has worked on various corsages,
boutonnieres, scarves, and Orient
dresses.
She has been loved for a long time
by many Asians for her creative and
charming works made with her rich
sensibility and delicate touch.
Finally, in 2018, her masterpieces are now
available at HALLO.
#Corsage #Brooch #Gift #Wedding
#Party #Souvenir
#Traditional Colthes Accessory
#scraf #dress code

FOB Price

USD 75

M.O.Q.

10 PCS

Target Customer

Women in their 30s and 50s

+82-2-732-3392

Target Countries

England, China, Japan, UAE,
Hong-kong, Singapore, Vietnam

corsageryu@naver.com
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Corsage is a decoration that is used to
attach pins to hair, breasts and shoulders
that are derived from France. Originally
used for weddings or parties, the area is
gradually expanding into fashion items in
recent days. In the early days, it was used
as a disposable product with real flowers,
but because our core value is ‘unchanged
happiness,’ we were able to create beautiful
floral decorations with fibers and create
an anti-British design. Although the basic
method of flower making is the same,
according to the shape of pin, it is divided
into hair cossage, shoulder corsage, breast
cossage, and so on, and about 500 kinds of
flowers developed and made are available.
It is based on cossage made of fiber, but in
special cases, wedding, the real flowers are
processed with a preserver to emphasize
leaf vitality. Men’s boutonniere have recently
increased in use in Europe, so they also
make boutonniere decorations with longpin.
Customize according to your customers’
needs, and develop designs that characterize
your business’s logos and pictograms.
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